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ABSTRACT
Jacques-Emile Dubois begins the interview with a discussion of his family and early
education. He discusses his paternal grandfather’s and father’s roles in World War I and his
family’s influence, his father’s in particular, on his education. Dubois then details his
experiences during World War II. He describes how he studied chemistry and medicine during
the German invasion of France and elucidates his active roles in the French Resistance and in
post-War French politics. Next, Dubois discusses how he came to be an essential figure in the
creation of the University of Saarland. He details the reasons he accepted a professorship at the
university and eventually the directorship of the Chemistry Institute. He also discusses his work
at the University of Paris, which he did in parallel. Dubois then describes his work in the
French Ministry of Education. He describes, in particular, the need for change in the French
education system and his efforts to bring it about. He also talks about his role in the Centre
National de la Recherche Scientifique [CNRS] and France’s underdevelopment of instrument
technologies at that time. Next, Dubois discusses his involvement in the creation of the
chemical information system, DARC, and his important role in the Ministry of Defense. He
describes how his fast kinetics research and his work at the defense ministry gave him an
interest in computers and how that interest eventually led to his work in information systems. In
addition, Dubois discusses his development of a topocoder instrument and his work on various
information systems, including his cooperative efforts with the Chemical Abstracts Service
[CAS]. He describes his work as head of IUPAC’s [International Union of Pure and Applied
Chemistry] Committee on Machine Documentation, the creation of CEDOCAR [Centre de
Documentation de l’armement], and his creation of the Bureau of Scientific Information [BIS].
In conclusion, Dubois discusses the successes and failures of various information systems in
France.

INTERVIEWER
Colin B. Burke had recently retired from the history department at the University of
Maryland at Baltimore County and held a research fellowship at Yale University when he came
to CHF. He spent his residency working on his book on the history of computer-based scientific
information systems and related government policies, from the 1950s through the early 1990s.
He received his Ph.D. from Washington University in St. Louis and currently serves as
Associate Professor Emeritus at the University of Maryland. He also served as a Fulbright
Scholar in Poland and as a Scholar-in-Residence at the National Security Agency.
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INTRODUCTION
By Bernice Dubois

What can I say? Let me start with the cornerstone. My husband had a deep and enduring love,
indeed a passion, for chemistry. It was, to him, the foundation of all things living. “I have only
one mistress” he used to joke “chemistry.”
Very early on, he was convinced that chemistry not only called for informatics but was uniquely
ready for it, thanks to the structure of the Mendeleev Table. As he poetically expressed it in the
title of a film: “Since the dawn of history, molecules were awaiting informatics.”
Although he will probably best be remembered for his DARC topological system, in the field of
chemical information, his research also led to significant breakthroughs in such diverse areas as
organic chemistry (beginning with his thesis on regio and stereoselectivity in ketolisation),
reaction mechanisms, analytical chemistry, fast kinetics (including patented inventions like the
Titravit in 1954, a polarovoltmeter for fast kinetic measurements with platinum electrodes,
which Prolabo commercialized for decades), and surface phenomena.
This variety was emblematic of a mind that greatly valued cross-pollination. For instance, due
to his keen interest in mathematics and physics, as well as in chemistry, the laboratories he
directed, first in the Saarland and later in France, were multidisciplinary, with researchers from
very diverse scientific backgrounds coming together. When responsible for defining policies for
higher scientific education in France, he chose to create degrees in joint areas, structurally
meshing organic and physical chemistry in ways that were new at the time.
He was a systemic and visionary thinker, combining to a rare degree creativity, analytical
capability, and a gift for synthesis: he would approach concepts broadly, in a set theory mode,
aware of their potential, before delving deeply and with sometimes maddening perfectionism
into their component parts, exploring every potential ramification and application, all the while
never losing sight of the whole.
At a time when they were not yet popular or recognized as promising, he had the pioneer’s
uncanny and sometimes stubborn sense for as yet largely untapped fields that would become
critical to all in the future, such as informatics or surface phenomena.
In the early sixties, some of the young researchers he had oriented towards surface phenomena
worried that they were struggling in the desert, but he remained confident, urging them to stay
with it. In the same way, during the early years of his running the research and space programs
department for the French Ministry of Defense, he hastened to launch and fund major programs
in informatics and in the still burgeoning laser technology field.
A born teacher, he had the gift of rendering complex concepts clear and understandable and of
communicating his enthusiasm to all, his synthetic mind excelling at painting the big picture
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from the start, like a frame. “Simple, no?” “See how simple?” he would rejoice, with a twinkle
in his eye. Over the years, many students and researchers testified to this gift.
On a completely different front, colleagues from different walks of life have commented on his
remarkable ability as a manager in a variety of situations, for instance:
o directing a large university laboratory, the ITODYS, successfully engaged in
pursuing quite different areas of research, with the usual scientific, human,
organizational, and financial challenges implied
o balancing that task with modernizing the university system and research areas in
France
o then, for some thirteen years, with running and modernizing the research and
space programs for Defense in France
While eagerly embracing these responsibilities, and later others in the private sector or in the
French health system, he steadfastly refused to give up his lab or his research. These always
remained his life’s work and true “raison d’etre.”
How did he manage, you might ask, along with being a highly present husband and father?
One answer is certainly that he loved his work, and as he states in his oral biography, had a
voracious appetite for it!
Another clearly lay in his organizational skills and leadership, his systems thinking or
architect’s mind, if you will, enabling him to successfully pursue many interrelated strands.
He was also helped by an uncanny skill as a negotiator, due to a mix of determination, empathy,
and creativity. He had to a rare degree what is called in French “l’intelligence des hommes et
des situations.” That’s hard to translate, but basically means understanding and making the
most of both the human element and the situation at hand. An ever ready, wonderful sense of
humor at critical junctures didn’t hurt, lowering the tension for all involved.
*
*
*
But beyond the scientific pioneering, the teaching, or the leadership, what he may be most
remembered for by those who knew him best was his profound humanity and humanism.
If he was infinitely curious, ever eager to challenge any set ideas or habits of his own, he was
equally passionate to transfer whatever knowledge and abilities he might have. And in so doing,
he showed endless patience. Whether on a ski slope, swimming, discussing science, art, recipes,
or a protégé’s education or career, he lived to pass on, to enrich and counsel those he met. Their
problems or challenges swiftly became his own. He was the ultimate coach.
While deeply ethical and willing to make critical commitments in trying times, he knew no
narrow boundaries or biases: just as, with a completely open mind, he believed one could learn
from anyone, so was he ready to work with all and help anyone who wanted to build something
worthwhile. For instance, while active in the French Resistance in World War II, he was
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already truly European in spirit and understood the value of spending the next seven years of his
career creating and directing a Franco-German university, drawing on the best aspects of both
systems to make it work.
Throughout his life, he was highly interested in other cultures and people, eager to work on
projects with colleagues from all over the world (the U.S., the U.K., Russia, the Ivory Coast,
Senegal, Israel, China, Japan….to mention only a few). His friendships and interest extended
well beyond science. I remember his returning from Japan in the late sixties fascinated by
ideograms (with their curious kinship to the DARC concept), by the workmanship and the
overall culture. One immediate consequence was a dramatic increase of fish in our family diet,
as well as the habit of lunching at a Japanese restaurant every Sunday for many years thereafter!
He took a similar interest in other countries, causes, and situations.
A recent essay about him was titled A Man Without Boundaries. In a way, that sums up what I
am trying to express. There were no boundaries to his imagination, intellectual curiosity, love
of science, joyful appetite for life, or to his deep involvement and caring for others. Only death
set its boundary, a boundary that, to his very last days, he kept urging us to transcend, willing us
not to be sad or regret the past, but to always look to the future.
I wish it were that easy.
Let me close by saying how happy he was to receive, shortly before passing away, The History
and Heritage of Scientific and Technological Information Systems: Proceedings of the 2002
Conference1, which featured his retrospective article on the DARC system. Even in those last
moments, chemistry retained a beloved mistress’s hold on his heart and mind.

1

W. Boyd Rayward and Mary Ellen Bowden, eds, The History and Heritage of Scientific and Technological
Information Systems: Proceedings of the 2002 Conference ASIS&T Monograph Series (Medford, New Jersey:
Information Today, Inc., 2004).
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